Trolleys and travel bags

Trolleys and travel bags
ART.CC.661
CABIN TROLLEY
EXTRA LIGHT
WHEELS

ART.CC.662
MEDIUM ROLLEY
WITH
EXSTENDING
DEPTH EXTRA

Cabin trolley,
trolley fully lined,
lined internal
divider closed with laces. Height
adjustable handle. Equipped with
a TSA lock, four double pivoting
wheels. 100% ABS.

Medium trolley with zip for depth
extension interior with fully lined
clothing compartment, with zipper
separation and closure and elastic
bands to stop clothes. Removable bars to facilitate movement,
removable thanks to the locking
button action, equipped with four
double wheels in ABS. TSA lock
integrated.

Color: silver, blue and black
Dimensions cm: 55x38x20.
Capacity Lt.: 40

Color: silver, blue and black.

Weight: 2.60 Kg

Dimension cm: 66x48x26/31.
Capacity Lt.: 85/100.
Weight: 3.80 Kg

ART.TT.715AP
MULTI POCKETS
BACKPACK WITH
RIGID SHOE HOLDER

ART.GS.809B
TROLLEY MULTI -POCKET

600D polyester sports backpack
with double PVC coating. Detachable rigid bottom in polypropylene with plastic feet. Front zip pocket for easy customization, 2 side
pockets, badge holder. Rigid bottom supplied with the backpack.
Color: blue.
Dimension cm: 36X24X48.
Capacity Lt.: 42
Fabric 100% Polyester 600D 1g with large side pockets for objects and the presence of wheels for ground transport Lining: 190T PU coated fabric.

Packing : 10/10.

Color: black and red.
Dimension cm.: height 28, width 52, length 34.
Packing: 1/8

ART.SIL.12742Q - SPORTING BAG/ADR

ART.GS.909B
TRAVELLING BAG TROLLEY

100% polyester fabric 600D 1g, lined internally. 3 sections with velcro dividers, to
separate the garments. Equipped with wheels for transport, badge holder in transparent plastic, shoulder strap for carrying on the shoulder and side pocket.
Color: black.
Dimensions cm.: height 28, width 34, length 52.
Packing: 1/4.

204

Fabric 100% 600D Polyester, with front pocket, shoe compartment without
rigid support, adjustable and detachable shoulder strap. (Optional rigid support
art.SIL.51062S).
Color: Navy blue. Dimensions: cm. 53 × 53 × 34
Packing: 1/5
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